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ABSTRACT
Several methods of increasing the speed and simplicity of the computation of o -axis transmission holograms
are presented, with applications to the real-time display of holographic images. The bipolar intensity approach
allows for the real-valued linear summation of interference fringes, a factor of 2 speed increase, and the elimination
of image noise caused by object self-interference. An order of magnitude speed increase is obtained through the
use of a precomputed look-up table containing a large array of elemental interference patterns corresponding to
point source contributions from each of the possible locations in image space. Results achieved using a data-parallel
supercomputer to compute horizontal-parallax-only holographic patterns containing 6 megasamples indicate that
an image comprised of 10,000 points with arbitrary brightness (gray scale) can be computed in under 1 second.
Implemented on a common workstation, the look-up table approach increases computation speed by a factor of 43.

INTRODUCTION
The real-time display of holographic images has recently become a reality. The Spatial Imaging Group at the
MIT Media Laboratory has reported the successful generation of small three-dimensional (3-D) computer-generated
holographic images reconstructed in real time using a display system based on acousto-optic modulation of light1, 2,
3]. In any holographic display, a computer-generated hologram (CGH) must be computed as quickly as possible to
provide for dynamic and interactive images. However, the numerical synthesis of a holographic interference pattern
requires an enormous amount of computation, making rapid ( 1 s) generation of holograms of even limited size
impossible with conventional computers.
A holographic fringe pattern is computed by numerically simulating the physical phenomena of light di raction
and interference4]. Computation of holographic interference patterns often utilizes the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm. Though relatively fast for images composed of discrete depth surfaces5, 6], this approach becomes slow
when applied to images that extend throughout an image volume. A more general ray-tracing approach computes the
contribution at the hologram plane from each object point source. This method can produce arbitrary 3-D images,
including image-plane holograms (i.e., images that lie in the vicinity of the hologram), a case that is more suitable
for various display geometries. However, this method is slow, since it requires one calculation per image point per
hologram sample. As presented in this paper, the application of several methods of reducing computation complexity
leads to computation times as short as 1 s on a data-parallel-processing supercomputer. First, a bipolar intensity
representation of the holographic interference pattern is applied and shown to eliminate unwanted image artifacts and
simplify calculations without loss of image quality or generality. Second, a look-up table approach is described and
shown to provide a further speed increase and to reduce computation to a minimum. Finally, exemplary computation
times are presented.
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING
This paper focuses on the computation of o -axis transmission holograms possessing horizontal parallax only
(HPO). It is possible to represent an HPO hologram with a vertically stacked array of one-dimensional (1-D) holographic lines6, 7]. The goal of this paper is to compute these 1-D holo-lines as quickly as possible. Consider an
HPO hologram made optically using a reference beam with a horizontal angle of incidence. Spatial frequencies are
large in the horizontal direction ( 1000 lp/mm) and increase with the reference beam angle. Since an HPO CGH
contains only a single vertical perspective (i.e., the viewing zone is vertically limited to a single location), spatial
frequencies are low ( 10 lp/mm) in the vertical dimension. The number of holo-lines is, therefore, matched to
the vertical image resolution. In the horizontal dimension, the sampling rate (or pitch) must be high to accurately
represent the holographic information. During reconstruction of this hologram, di raction occurs predominantly in
the horizontal direction. A holo-line di racts light to a single horizontal plane (scan plane) to form image points
describing a horizontal slice of the image. Therefore, one holo-line should contain contributions only from points
that lie on a single horizontal slice of the object. Essentially, the 2-D holographic pattern representing an HPO 3-D
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Figure 1: General geometry for HPO CGH.
image can be thought of as a stack of 1-D holograms or holo-lines. The information content of a CGH must be
reduced to a size and format that can be manipulated by existing computers. Eliminating vertical parallax reduces
CGH information content by at least a factor of 100 by reducing the vertical spatial frequency content from roughly
1000 to roughly 10 lp/mm. Sacricing the size of the viewing zone (i.e., reducing the required horizontal pitch) and
the size of the hologram also reduces the amount of data in the CGH. In the rst generation MIT system, the data
content (space-bandwidth product) of the CGH was as low as 2 Mbytes2].
In optical holography8], the object light and the reference light are incident at the plane of the hologram,
represented with spatially varying complex time-harmonic electric eld vectors, EO and ER . It is assumed that both
are mutually coherent sources of monochromatic light. For this analysis, the units of an electric eld amplitude are
normalized so that the square of magnitude corresponds to optical intensity the polarizations are assumed to be
identical and for simplicity are not specied. The total time-harmonic electric eld incident on the hologram is the
interference of the light from the entire object and the reference light, EO + ER . The total intensity pattern,
ITOTAL = jEO j2 + jERj2 + 2<efEO ER g

(1)

is a real physical light distribution comprised of three components. The rst term is the object self-interference,
a spatially varying pattern that is generated when interference occurs between light scattered from two di erent
object points. During image reconstruction, this component of the holographic pattern is unnecessary and often
produces unwanted image artifacts. In optical holography, a common solution is to spatially separate the object
self-interference artifacts from the reconstructed image by increasing the reference beam angle to at least three times
the angle subtended by the object. However, in computational holography, a large reference beam angle is a luxury
that one does not have. Instead, the solution is simply to exclude the object self-interference during computation.
The second term in ITOTAL is the reference beam intensity and represents a spatially nearly invariant (dc) bias that
increases the value of the intensity throughout the hologram. In computational holography, the reference bias can

be left out, since the CGH will eventually be normalized. (Normalization is the numerical process that limits the
range of the total fringe pattern by introducing an o set and a scaling factor to tailor the fringe pattern to t the
requirements of a display system.) Finally, the third term is the interference between the object wave front and
the reference beam. This fringe pattern { called IB { contains the holographic information that is necessary and
sucient to image reconstruction.
COMPUTATION USING POINT SOURCE SUMMATION
In this paper, the images to be generated are approximated as a collection of self-luminous points of light. The
horizontal, vertical and depth locations are specied as xp , yp and zp . (See Figure 1.) Each point has an associated
real-valued magnitude (ap ) and phase ( p ). The square of the magnitude (a2p ) is proportional to the desired brightness
of an image point, and p is the phase relative to that of the reference beam. The CGH is positioned at z = 0. Only
the x dependence of EO and ER and other physical quantities need to be considered in computing a given holo-line.
(Hereafter, functional dependence on x, y or z is explicit, e.g EO (x) and ER (x).) A full CGH is computed simply by
generating an array of holo-lines for each value of y. The fan-shaped beams of light from each of the object points
contained within a scan plane contribute to a limited width of the particular holo-line that is intersected by the scan
plane. Within the region of contribution, the phase of the object wave front, p (x), is approximated as an angularly
truncated spherical wave front centered at the point source location:
p (x) = k rp (x) + p where rp (x) = (x ; xp )2 + zp2 ] 12

(2)

is the oblique distance to a location on the holo-line and is a function of x. The wave number is k = 2=, where
 is the free-space wavelength of the light. The time-harmonic representation of the total object eld for a single
holo-line is
NPTS
(3)
EO (x) =
"(x) ra(px) eip (x)

X
p=1

p

where Ny is the number of object points contributing to this particular y-valued holo-line. Finally, to avoid singularities, it is assumed that the magnitude of zp is never less than some small amount, e.g., 10.
In Eq. 3, the expression "(x) is an envelope function used to specify the region of contribution for a given object
source. In its simplest form, "(x) is equal to unity within the region of contribution of point p, and equal to zero
for all other values of x. The envelope function "(x) provides a means with which to limit the spatial frequencies of
the holographic fringe pattern to avoid aliasing in the CGH at the extreme angles of object light incidence. Object
\light" used to compute the CGH must have a minimum angle of incidence that is greater than that of the reference
beam to produce non-overlapping real and virtual reconstructed images. At the other extreme, the total angle
subtended by the incident reference and object beams cannot be so large as to give rise to spatial frequencies that
cannot be adequately represented given the sampling pitch. For a horizontal sampling pitch of 1=d, the maximum
spatial frequency (fmax ) that can be represented is 1=2d, according to the Nyquist Sampling Theorem. Higher

spatial frequencies cause aliasing and destroy image quality. In addition to providing anti-aliasing, "(x) is used for
the purposes of image occlusion9] and advanced image lighting models, resulting in a more realistic looking image.
The reference beam ER is a point source at some specic location (xR  zR ) with a horizontal angle of incidence
R = arctan(xR =zR ) and curvature in the x dimension only it is collimated in the y dimension. The time-harmonic
representation of the reference beam eld at any holo-line is
ER (x) = arR eiR (x)

where

R

R (x) = k(x ; xR )2 + zR2 ] 21

(4)

and arRR is the magnitude (approximated as constant versus x) of the reference wave at the center (x = 0) of the
hologram.
BIPOLAR INTENSITY
The third term of Eq. 1, called IB (x), contains all of the information needed to reconstruct the image in a given
scan plane. Note that IB is real valued. It represents the combined intensity variations (fringes) resulting from
each object point interfering with the reference beam. Since it contains negative values as well as nonnegative
values, it is a bipolar intensity. It exists physically only when superimposed on the rst two bias terms in Eq. 1.
Computationally, however, IB can range both positive and negative since it is represented numerically, and is later
o set during normalization. The bipolar interference pattern IB (x) is numerically simpler to compute and has the
advantage of containing neither object self-interference nor bias components. To apply IB (x), the expressions for the
object and reference beam wave fronts (Eqs. 3 and 4) are substituted:
IB (x) = 2<e
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The right-hand side of Eq. 5 is simply a scaled sum of the real-valued cosinusoidal fringe pattern resulting from the
interference of point source p with the reference beam. The bipolar intensity approach is to compute only IB (instead
of ITOTAL), using only these real-valued cosinusoidal fringes.
The computational advantage of the bipolar intensity approach is readily seen by comparison to computation of the
full interference pattern, ITOTAL . The latter method requires the use of complex-valued arithmetic, i.e., manipulating
both the real and imaginary parts of the object and reference light. In comparison, the bipolar intensity approach

uses only real-valued cosinusoidal fringes to generate the CGH, these real values are simply summed. A speed-up
factor of 2 is expected.
After an intensity pattern has been computed, it must be normalized to satisfy the output device requirements of
the CGH display system. Because normalization generally scales the entire pattern, the leading factor of 2 arRR on the
right side of Eq. 5 is hereafter excluded. The reference beam intensity (the square of arRR ) is no longer meaningful.
This makes physical sense when considering that in optical holography, the purpose of choosing an optimal reference
beam intensity ratio (relative to the object light) is to provide a sucient o set and scaling of the interference
fringes to keep them within the range of sensitivity of the recording medium. Computationally, o set and scaling are
provided automatically during normalization. Therefore, the factor of 2 arRR is set arbitrarily to unity. Substituting
the denition of p (x)(Eq. 2), Eq. 5 becomes
IB (x) =

X "x

NPTS
p=1

( )

ap
rp (x) cosk rp (x) + p ; R (x)]

(6)

which is hereafter called the bipolar fringe method of CGH computation. No reference beam ratio needs to be specied
during computation, and bias buildup is not an issue. Compare this bipolar intensity method to the physical process
occurring in some photorefractive crystals10] (e.g., lithium niobate), in which uniform (dc) intensity is not recorded
due to the material's negligible response to intensity patterns with low spatial frequencies. Researchers exploit this
absence of bias build-up in order to sequentially expose multiple holographic intensity patterns.
PRECOMPUTED ELEMENTAL FRINGES: THE LOOK-UP TABLE APPROACH
Continuing with the bipolar intensity summation approach, further improvements in computation speed are gained
through the use of a precomputed look-up table containing all possible elemental fringes. A table can contain the
precomputed contributions to IB (x) from an image point of unity magnitude for each possible value of (xp  zp ) in
the image volume. However, the image volume is not generally discretized. Therefore, the indices Xi and Zi are
introduced. They are dened as a set of discretized horizontal and depth locations spanning the entire range of the
image volume. (The image volume is already discretized vertically to match the the vertical resolution of the HPO
CGH.) Before the table is generated, the resolutions of Xi and Zi must be chosen to discretize the image volume.
Since the acuity of the human visual system is limited, to chose resolutions that do not visibly degrade the image is
possible. The discretization steps must be suciently small such that images points appear to be continuous when
viewed from the specied viewing distance. For example, the human visual system generally sees as continuous two
points that are separated by 3 milliradians of arc. In the MIT display, since the image is viewed at a distance of
approximately 600 mm, and 600 mm 0:003 = 180 microns, a horizontal discretization step of 150 microns is chosen.
Eq. 6 must be altered so that IB (x) is expressed in terms of discretized image point locations instead of xp and zp .
The expressions xp and zp are used to represent xp and zp rounded-o to the nearest values of Xi and Zi . Therefore,
the only change made to Eq. 6 is to substitute xp and zp for xp and zp in the expression for rp (x) (in Eq. 2). (Note

that the variable x is already discretized due to the the sampled nature of the CGH. The horizontal pitch is dictated
by the intended display device.) An ecient look-up table should include all of the spatial dependence included in
the right-hand side of Eq. 6. Therefore, the elemental fringe look-up table T(Xi Zi x) is dened as:
T(Xi Zi x)  r"((xx)) cosk ri(x) ; R (x)]
i

where ri(x) = (x ; Xi )2 + Zi 2] 12 :

(7)
(8)

The table looks like an array of cosinusoid-like fringes that have an approximately linear chirp in spatial frequency
with respect to x. The rate of chirp is a function of the point source depth Zi , and the horizontal position of the
fringe is a function of Xi . To incorporate anti-aliasing, "(x) is set to unity within the region of contribution, and
zero elsewhere. (This binary representation of "(x) is for simplicity. Any further variation in "(x) can be dealt with
during computation, or with additional look-up tables.) When utilizing the look-up table approach, p is set to zero
(or randomized) for simplicity.
Once precomputed, the table T is used during the computation of a CGH to represent a specic image. Rather
than having to compute a cosinusoidal fringe each time one is needed (as indicated in Eq. 6), the lookup table maps
each (xp ,zp ) to the appropriate elemental fringe pattern. Thus, IB (x), expressed in terms of the precomputed table,
is
IB (x) =

X ap T x z x

NP TS
p=1

( p p )

(9)

Since each holo-line is computed using the same ER (x), one precomputed table is used in the computation of every
holo-line. Computation for a given holo-line at vertical position y is as follows:

 For every point on scan plane y:
 Round o xp and zp to xp and zp to index the desired elemental fringe.
 For each x sample in IB (x):
 Scale T(xp zp x) by ap .
 Accumulate ap T(xp zp x) in IB (x).
After each holo-line is computed (at each value of y), then normalization and output are performed depending on
the specic display system.
The issue of object point phase p must be examined to justify setting the phase to zero for all points. Phase is
invisible to the viewer. Object phase is important only in the interactions among image points. If the discretization
steps of Xi and Zi (typically 150 microns and 1000 microns) are much larger than the spot size of the display system,
no overlap occurs between image points. In this case, as was the case in the MIT holographic display, restricting p

does not limit the size, depth, or quality of an image. Therefore, the relative phases p are unimportant and can be
arbitrarily set to zero. (If nonzero phase values are required, two look-up tables in quadrature are sucient for this
more general case.) In some applications, p can be randomized to make more ecient use of the dynamic range. A
random phase factor for each point can easily be incorporated into the look-up table.
Computational Complexity
Computational complexity is dramatically reduced through the use of the precomputed look-up table. Consider
the full complex computation of ITOTAL that requires a minimum of ve additions, ve multiplications, one division,
one square root, and two cosine (or sine) function calls. In addition, after the real and imaginary eld components
are summed, they must be squared and added together, and then the square root must be taken at all samples of
ITOTAL . In comparison, by using the look-up table approach, only one multiplication and one addition are required
at each hologram sample for a given object point. Therefore, an order of magnitude of speedup is expected through
use of the precomputed table. Note that the bipolar intensity simplication reduces complexity by allowing the table
to contain only real values.
Look-up Table Quantization
The greatest drawback to the precomputed table method is the enormous size of the table. For example, given
the rather minimal dimensions of the rst generation MIT real-time display system (40-mm wide holo-lines with a
pitch of 1 micron;1), Xi typically has 250 discrete values, and Zi has 50 discrete values the table requires over
1.6 gigabytes of memory! When using the Connection Machine Model 2 supercomputer (Thinking Machines, Inc.,
Cambridge, MA), the solution was to quantize the look-up table into only four levels. In this way, only 2 bits (rather
than the standard 32-bit oating-point representation) are necessary for each sample point, and the table occupies
only 8  108 bits of memory, or the equivalent of a manageable 100 Mbytes. (Notice that the rp;1 term cannot be
included in the 2-bit look-up table since it requires a more continuous representation. However, for limited viewing
zone widths, this term can be approximated by zp;1 and used to scale ap , resulting in a negligible decrease in speed.)
The added quantization noise is acceptable, and by tailoring the exact waveform the theoretical signal-to-noise ratio
is 243:1.
Look-up table quantization increases image noise due to the loss of accuracy. In practice, however, table quantization has little e ect on the nal image quality since IB (x) must be quantized when stored in the output framebu er
of the computing system. For example, in the rst generation MIT system, the framebu er used was capable of
storing 6M samples, each represented by 8 bits, giving the output data 256 possible quantized levels. Typically, the
object light from at least 64 objects points overlap at a single sample of IB (x). If each object point has an average
amplitude of 1.0, then a typical elemental fringe pattern from the look-up table will occupy only about 256=64 = 4
di erent levels in the framebu er. Therefore, a four-level look-up table is well suited to this display system.
Reduction of Table Rank from Three to Two

The precomputed table is a data array of rank three, indexed by Xi and Zi in the image scan plane and by x
(on the hologram). One way to reduce the size of the table is to precompute values for each possible !x = (x ; Xi )
rather than for each x and each possible Xi . In this way, the table is reduced to rank two.
During the table look-up computation, xp and zp are rounded o to xp and zp , the nearest values of Xi and Zi ,
making !x = x ; xp for a given image point p. In terms of these variables, the expression for rp (see Eq. 2) becomes
a function of zp and !x . Looking at Eq. 6, the envelope function "(x) is actually a function of !x=zp , since " limits
the angular direction of light propagation (equal to arctan!x=zp ]). Thus, Eq. 6 becomes
IB (x) =

X "(!x)

NPTS
p=1

ap
rp (zp x ) cosk rp(zp x ) ; R (x)]
where rp (zp x ) = (!x 2 + zp 2 ) 12 :

(10)
(11)

Now only R (x) is an explicit function of x (rather than of !x ), and must therefore be manipulated to become a
function of !x . First, by restricting the reference beam to be a plane-wave (i.e., rR ! 1), the reference phase is
simply R (x) = kR x, where kR = k sin R . The second restriction is that Xi be discretized by 2=kR , making every
possible value of kR !x di er by exactly 2m for a given value of x, where m is some unimportant integer value.
Consider that when computing the cosine of total phase, any integer multiple of 2 is ignored. Therefore, R (x) can
be expressed as R (x) = kR x + 2m = kR !x for all values of Xi . Finally, Eq. 6 can be expressed as a function of
only two variables zp and !x:
IB (x) =

X "(!x)

NPTS
p=1

ap

rp (zp x ) cosk rp (zp x ) ; kR !x ]:

(12)

A corresponding look-up table of rank two can be used, with the indices zp and !x .
Essentially, given the restriction of a plane-wave reference beam, the elemental fringe patterns are shift-invariant
in x for any xp equal to an integer multiple of 2=kR . The rst advantage is a reduction in size equal to at least the
number of discrete values of xp used in the rank-three table ( 100 or more). The second advantage is that Xi is
discretized in very small steps (2=kR 10 microns) without increasing the size of the rank-two table the horizontal
image discretization is much ner than can be seen by the human visual system. The only drawback to the rank-two
table approach is the requirement that the reference beam be a plane wave. However, this is a common case, and is
applicable to many display architectures. As demonstrated in Section 6, this contraction of rank is especially useful
when implemented on a standard serial-processing computer.
Application to the Computation of Stereograms
For some applications, a stereogram11] approach may be desirable when presenting 3-D images. In general, a
stereogram consists of a series of 2-D object views di ering in horizontal point-of-view. The views can be rapidly

generated using a computer graphics rendering process, or they can be captured from a real scene by using an array
of cameras. The views are presented to the viewer in the correct horizontal location, resulting in the depth cues of
binocular disparity (or stereopsis) and (horizontal) motion parallax. The 2-D perspective views are generally imaged
at a particular depth position and are multiplexed by horizontal angle of view. A given holo-line in this case must
contain a holographic pattern that di racts light to each of the horizontal locations on the image plane. The intensity
from a particular horizontal viewing angle should be the image intensity for the correct perspective view. This is
accomplished simply by making the amplitude of the fringe contribution a stepwise x-function of the intensity of
each image point from each of the views. Calculation involves reading each of the views into the computer, using the
view and its corresponding segments of the look-up table to compute the fringe pattern contribution for this view,
and accumulating these contributions into the nal CGH.
To facilitate rapid computation of stereogram-type CGHs, the precomputed table is indexed by image x-position
and view-angle (rather than by Xi and Zi ). Furthermore, the table can be reduced to rank two as described
above, making the table much smaller. Stereogram CGHs have been computed and displayed on the MIT real-time
holographic display system. A major advantage to the stereogram approach is the integration of sophisticated lighting
and shading models in the computer graphics rendering process to produce extremely realistic images possessing
important 3-D image characteristics, such as occlusion (overlap) and specular re ections.
RESULTS
Hologram computation has been implemented for use in the MIT real-time display system using the methods
of bipolar intensity summation and precomputed elemental fringe patterns. The MIT display required a CGH that
contained 192 holo-lines, each of 32K samples, for a total of 6 Msamples. Each sample represented a horizontal
physical spacing of 1 micron, or a pitch of 1000 lp/mm. A Connection Machine Model 2 (CM2) employed a dataparallel approach to perform real-time CGH computation. This means that each x location on the hologram was
assigned to one of 32K virtual processors. (The 16K physical processors were internally programmed to imitate 32K
virtual processors.) A Sun 4 workstation was used as a front end for the CM2, and the parallel data programming
language C Paris was used to implement holographic computation.
Table 1 contains the computation times (time per image point) using di erent approaches. \ITOTAL(complex)"
The common traditional case was \ITOTAL (complex)" where Eqs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are combined to compute ITOTAL.
The \Bipolar intensity" approach was simply the computation of IB instead of ITOTAL. The \Look-up table" method
employed the precomputed elemental fringe table, represented in the memory of the CM2 as 2 bits per sample. As each
object point was read from an input le, the position (xp  zp ) was used to index the table in each processor. At each
x, conditional logic was performed on each of the 2 bits, and the appropriate fractions of the object point amplitude
were accumulated into the register representing IB . Since this was performed in parallel for all 32K samples of IB (x),
rapid computation of images was possible. The time per point listed in Table 1 is the amount of computation time
required (on average) to accumulate the fringe pattern contribution of a single object point source. These numbers

were obtained by computing holograms of several di erent test images of varying complexity. For comparison, the
di erent computational approaches were also implemented on a serial computer, a Sun 4 workstation, and the results
are included in Table 1.
Computation method
CM2
Sun4
ITOTAL (complex)
2.180 ms 943.4 ms
Bipolar intensity
1.135 ms 486.2 ms
Look-up table
0.084 ms 22.1 ms
In all cases, the computation time per point was simply the total execution time divided by the number of points
processed. Computation time scaled linearly with image complexity despite the di erent image complexities (from
100 to 50,000 points), the time per point quotient remained within a 2% range. Table 1 shows that, as expected, the
bipolar approach was roughly twice as fast as the traditional complex method of computation. This was evident on
both the parallel-data and serial machines. By using the look-up table, the CM2 speed increased by a factor of 26
the serial machine was faster by a larger factor of about 43. (The CM2 actually has an array of oating-point math
accelerator chips that are no longer utilized in look-up table calculations.) The simpler serial machine gained more
from the use of a look-up table.
For practical purposes, additional procedures that are independent of object complexity must be performed,
including normalizing the computed holographic pattern and moving it into the frame-bu er. Therefore, a generally
xed overhead time must be added when expressing the total time to compute and output the holographic pattern.
For a 6 megabyte holographic pattern, this time is approximately 400 milliseconds (or less) on the CM2. For example,
the actual time to compute and display a 10,000-point image using the look-up table approach is 10000  0:084ms+
400ms = 1:24 s, or less.
In the current MIT display system, simple images generated from 3-D computer graphics databases contain only
a few thousand points. Using the fastest look-up table computation method, images are computed at a rate of
over 1 frame per second. (In many cases, computation time was actually less than the overhead time spent loading
the computed CGH into the framebu er!) To demonstrate interactivity, the viewer can turn any of several dials
(interfaced to the computer) in order to translate the image in horizontal, vertical, and depth locations, to change
its size, and to spin it along di erent axes of rotation. In addition, a simple drawing program was written in which
the user can move a 3-D cursor to draw a 3-D image that can also be manipulated.
It must also be noted that the holographic patterns computed by these three approaches were equivalent, with
the following exceptions. Use of the bipolar intensity eliminated object self-interference and dc terms, making the
CGH brighter and less noisy than when using the complex ITOTAL method. The look-up table approach resulted in
a pattern that was identical to the bipolar intensity approach, with the addition of some quantization noise if a 2-bit
table was used. However, for objects of sucient complexity, this quantization noise was comparable to that of the
more straightforward approaches, due to the quantized nature of the output frame-bu er device used in the system.

CONCLUSION
Experimental results demonstrated that a horizontal-parallax-only o -axis transmission hologram can be computed in under 1 s. Computation was fast enough to provide dynamic holographic images at interactive rates. The
interactive display of holographic images added the additional sensations of depth and tangibility that accompany
moving 3-D images.
The overall speedup demonstrated here is remarkable. CGH computation that traditionally would require several
minutes or hours on a mainframe computer is reduced to 1 s. The look-up table approach, by eliminating the need
for all mathematical functions other than simple addition and multiplication, is especially advantageous when only
minimal computing power is available for CGH computation. Essentially, the table stores a large array of holographic
basis functions, the weighted sum of which is sucient to describe the CGH corresponding to any arbitrary image.
Given adequate memory space to hold the precomputed elemental fringes, it is possible to design a dedicated CGH
computer that requires no oating-point mathematics and uses only integer addition (and perhaps bit shifting for
normalization purposes). Such a simple machine can be implemented in parallel, e.g., one computer per holo-line, to
achieve real-time CGH computation without the need for an expensive supercomputer. It is interesting to note that
the 2-bit table approach implemented on the CM2 computes a CGH using only two conditional additions per image
point per sample, emphasizing the computational simplicity made possible by the use of a look-up table.
The look-up table is the simplest possible algorithm for computing CGH from the discrete-point object model.
To achieve faster speeds, future work involves an approach in which a higher level of object description is processed
during CGH computation. Also, to increase speeds on workstation computers, it may be useful to utilize certain
specialized hardware such as computer graphics rendering engines or digital signal processing boards used for image
coding and decoding.
Analytical simplication of the physical model of light interference made possible this increase in speed. These
concepts can be applied to other types of holograms. The bipolar intensity method is applicable to all types,
including full-parallax CGHs. The use of the bipolar intensity summation method, whether directly or through a
look-up table, eliminates object self-interference noise, eliminates the need to adjust a reference beam ratio, and
produces an optimally bright image by eliminating unnecessary dc intensity bias. The look-up table approach can be
applied to full-parallax holograms, although by requiring both x and y indices, the precomputed table (data arrays
of rank ve, reduced to rank three using the method shown) would require enormous amounts of memory space.
In the future, as computational power increases, the simplication of computation presented here will continue to
provide speed-up for any CGH application.
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